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Transcript:
They are many arguments against the death penalty. It's not a deterrent against the crimes it punishes. 
Society who uses the death penalty don't have lower crime's rate than those that do. When a country 
abolishes the death penalty they are not plunged into criminal chaos.
But even if death penalty did reduce the crime's rate, would that then be acceptable?
The death penalty targets the economically disadvantaged, those who can't afford good legal council, those 
without a voice in society. There is a saying in the US: Capital punishment means that those without a capital 
get the punishment. Statistics show this is true.
But would it be acceptable if people from all sections of society will executed. Does Killing a rich man makes 
killing a poor man right. The death penalty is irreversible and results in the death of innocents. When 
someone is dead, a retrospective pardon is a little to them of their family.
Since 1990 in China, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Yemen and the 
USA, there have been 51 recorded executions of child offenders, some as young as 14 years old.
Or even if no more innocent or children are killed, shall we tolerate the death penalty?
The death penalty is never acceptable. It abused two of our most basic human rights. Everyone has the right 
to live and no one should be subjected to torture. The death penalty obviously kills people but it also 
tortures, physically by the brutal nature of execution, and psychologically by forcing individuals to wait to be 
killed. They wait sometimes for decades while others are led to their deaths. The horror of this waiting is 
unimaginable. Human rights are thus called because they apply to all human beings. They belong to all of 
us equally. An attack on these fundamental rights anywhere is an attack against all of us. The right to life is 
inalienable. It cannot be given and it cannot be taken away. No matter how terrible a crime, in a world full of 
uncertainty, human beings are clearly drawn line. A line between what is right and what is wrong. A line 
between imprisonment and execution. Every individual facing the death penalty who is, whatever they stand 
accused of, still a human being. How ever much we revile them, how ever much we are outraged by their 
action, how ever much we want revenge, they are still human beings. They may well have killed and 
tortured. They crossed the line but do we really want to join them?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMmBE8dLVJA
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zqh6Ap9ldTs

Elllo.org Mixer #7 Death Penalty 
Six people discuss if people should be killed for their crimes. 

Jeannie, United States
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The death penalty? I don't believe in the death 
penalty because for me it's always a thing of, you know, 
who gets who gets to judge who gets to live or die. 
Even if the person being killed is being killed because 
they killed someone, I still don't go for that, eye-for-an-
eye type thing. 

Kate, New Zealand

No, I don't believe in the death penalty. I don't 
believe in killing. In fact, I think if someone deserves 
the death penalty, actually instead of getting a death 
penalty they should serve time in jail and have to face 
society and fell the humility. If they don't, if they serve 
the death penalty, they will not feel the shame and will 
not realize the consequences.

Nitya, India

I believe in the death penalty because I think 
rape and terrorism are some crimes which are totally so 
disgusting towards the human race and that's, I don't 
think it encouraged by anyone in the whole world, and 
everyone wants peace so I think, yeah there are some 
reasons why the death penalty should be there.

Joel, America

The death penalty? That's a tough one because I 
think the death penalty is a good deterrent. It would 
definitely stop me from doing certain crimes if I knew that I 
was going to be killed if I did them, but the problem with it 
is, is that you can never be sure if the person actually did it, 
so if we convict someone and then kill him and later find 
out that the person actually didn't do the crime, then I 
think that's a tragedy.

Steve, England

I'm against the death penalty, for, well, the main 
reason I'm against it, is that there's always an element of 
doubt. You never know if someone really did murder 
someone, or. well, murder is usually the main reason for 
the death penalty, so there's always an element of doubt. 
You can never be quite sure, so I think there's always a risk, 
and you shouldn't kill someone.

Marion, Ireland

I think that's a really difficult question if the death 
penalty should be in place. Most of the time, I think that 
I'm against the death penalty, but then, you know, you 
read stories in the newspaper, especially about children 
being killed, particularly cruel ways of ending people's 
lives, and then sometimes, I get so angry that I think, yeah, 
just kill that person because they deserve it, but really, 
when I calm down, I don't believe in the death penalty.

http://www.elllo.org/english/Mixer001/T007-DeathPenalty.html
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“ Ladies and gentlemen, let's be honest. You're not gonna find many rich people on death row. Matthew 
Poncelet's here today because he's poor. Didn't have money so he had to take what the State gave him. He 
got a tax lawyer who'd never tried a capital case before. An amateur. The jury selection took four hours. The 
trial lasted five days. The lawyer raised one objection the entire trial. Now, if Matthew had himself Man 
Walking some money well, he could've hired a team of crackerjack lawyers and they would have hired top-
notch investigators, a ballistics expert a psychologist to compile profiles of desirable jurors. And you can be 
sure Matthew Poncelet wouldn't be sitting here today before you asking for his life.
The death penalty. lt's nothing new, it's been with us for centuries. We've buried people alive, lopped off 
their heads burned them alive in public gruesome spectacles. l wanted them to see these pictures. In this 
century, we kept searching for more and more humane ways of killing people we didn't like. We've shot 
them with firing squads, suffocated them in gas chambers. 
But now...Now we have developed a device that is the most humane of all: Lethal injection. We strap the guy 
up. We anesthetize him with shot number one. Then we give him shot number two which implodes his 
lungs. And shot number three stops his heart. We put him to death just like an old horse. His face just goes 
to sleep while inside, his organs are going through Armageddon. His facial muscles would contort, but shot 
number one relaxes those muscles. So we don't have to see any horror show. We don't have to taste the 
blood of revenge while this human being's organs writhe, twist, contort. We just sit there quietly, nod our 
heads and say: ''Justice has been done.''.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZHrdR-iMF0
Force-fed Hunger Striker in Guantanamo

1 Former Guantanamo Bay prisoner reveals how his nasal passages have been left 'permanently damaged  
by force-feeding during his four-year hunger strike'
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By Daily Mail Reporter, 16 June 2013.

Ex-Guantanamo Bay inmate Ahmed Zuhair, 47, has revealed four years of being forcibly fed through the 
nose while strapped to a 'torture chair' has permanently damaged his back and nasal passages.
While the U.S. military has defended its practice to keep hunger strikers alive, medical experts say it is 
unethical and dangerous.

Former Guantanamo Bay inmate Ahmed Zuhair stopped eating in June 2005 and kept up his protest 
until he was sent home to Saudi Arabia in 2009
Former Guantanamo Bay detainee Ahmed Zuhair, who refused to eat for four years, has condemned the 
prison's 'excruciating' force-feeding methods.
The 47-year-old revealed he was tied down for hours at a time while a feeding tube was inserted into 
his nose so the liquid nutrient drink Ensure could be digested, causing his nose to bleed.  
But the father of ten was adamant that nothing would deter him from his four-year hunger strike. 
'During each force-feeding, my nose bleeds,' Zuhair said in a sworn statement submitted to the court by 
his lawyer, Ramzi Kassem, a law professor at City University of New York.
'The pain from each force-feeding is so excruciating that I am unable to sleep at night because of the 
pain in my throat.' 
The former sheep merchant who was never charged with any crime during seven years at 'Gitmo', 
stopped eating in June 2005, and kept up his protest until he was sent home to Saudi Arabia in 2009.
Zuhair alleges he was roughly forced into the restraint chair - what he called 'the torture chair' - and left 
there much longer than the two-hour maximum, even though he wasn't always confrontational. 
The military acknowledges a 'forced cell extraction team' was repeatedly used to move Zuhair when he 
refused to walk on his own to where striking detainees were fed. 
Zuhair says his nasal passages and back are permanently damaged from the way he was strapped down 
and fed through a nasogastric tube.
Court papers show that Zuhair once racked up 80 disciplinary infractions in four months, refusing to be 
force-fed among them, and that he and fellow prisoners smeared themselves with their own feces for 
five days to keep guards at bay and protest rough treatment.
The one-time merchant said he has no work now, with his stomach and back in constant pain from the 
effects of his strike. 
'My family did not know what I was going through at Guantanamo - the humiliation, the torture, the 
solitary confinement,' he told AP.
'Not once did the thought occur to me to stop my hunger strike.
'I think about the men who are at Guantanamo and I wonder about America's humanity.
'I ask myself how much longer this will go on.'

Former Guantanamo Bay inmate Ahmed Zuhair, pictured in Saudi Arabia, was never charged with any 
crime during seven year detention
The news comes amid a raft of protests against the U.S. military facility in Cuba and its controversial 
force-feeding processes, with about 44 detainees being fed through their nose every day to prevent 
them from starving to death.
AP reports 104 of the 166 prisoners are hunger striking, and it's U.S. police to keep strikers alive.
Navy Capt. Robert Durand, a spokesman for the detention center, said the feeding procedure is 
considered safe and its use has been upheld by the courts. 
He said the feeding tubes are lubricated and prisoners are offered anesthetics to prevent long-lasting 
damage. 
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'We think there are adequate safeguards in place to make it as pain-free and comfortable as possible,' 
he said. 
'It's not done to inflict pain and it's not done as punishment. It's done to preserve life.'
Officials refer to the process by the medical term 'enteral feeding' rather than 'force feeding'. 
It involves restraining men with straps that resemble airplane seatbelts to a specially designed chair that 
looks like a piece of exercise equipment.
More than 40 Guantanamo Bay detainees are force-fed each day.
Human rights groups, seen here protesting outside the White House on Friday, have criticized President 
Barack Obama for failing to close Guantanamo Bay.
But Dr. David L. Katz, an internist on the faculty of the Yale University School of Medicine, said force-
feeding hunger strikers is unethical. 
He said there are risks to prolonged enteral feeding, including the possibility of getting liquid in the 
lungs and or damaging the nasal passages, particularly when the person is uncooperative.
'You do a procedure when it's the best choice under the circumstances,' Katz said. 
'In this ethical context, these are people you are forcing to receive sustenance they don't want. 
'I don't know how you begin to measure risk-benefit trade-offs, but there are some medical risks, 
certainly.'
The military began using the restraint chair at Guantanamo to feed prisoners in January 2006 after 
hunger strikers grew dangerously thin and officials feared some might die.

THE TIPTON THREE
Revealed: The True Story Of Guantanamo Britons
by David Rose, The Observer, March 2004.
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Three British prisoners released last week from Guantanamo Bay have revealed the full extent of 
British government involvement in the American detention camp condemned by law lords and 
the Court of Appeal as a 'legal black hole'. 
Shafiq Rasul, Ruhal Ahmed and Asif Iqbal, the so-called 'Tipton Three', speaking for the first time 
since their release at a secret location in southern England, have disclosed to The Observer the 
fullest picture yet of life inside the camp on Cuba where America continues to hold 650 
detainees. 
After more than 200 interrogation sessions each, with the CIA, FBI, Defence Intelligence Agency, 
MI5 and MI6, America has been forced to admit its claims that the three were terrorists who 
supported al-Qaeda had no foundation. 
(...)
During an extraordinary 12-hour interview with The Observer last Friday, two days after their 
release from Paddington Green police station where they were held after being flown home from 
Cuba, the three men revealed that they were interrogated by MI5 almost immediately after first 
arriving at Guantanamo Bay - in the cases of Iqbal and Rasul, on 15 January 2002, and in Ahmed's 
case three weeks later. 
(...) 
Among other disclosures, the three men revealed: 
· How early in their ordeal they survived a massacre perpetrated by Afghanistan's Northern 
Alliance troops who herded hundreds of prisoners into lorry containers and locked them in, so 
that people started to suffocate. Iqbal described how only 20 of 300 prisoners in each container 
lived, and then only because someone made holes in its side with a machine gun - an action 
which killed yet more prisoners; 
· The existence of a secret super-maximum security facility outside the main part of Guantanamo's 
Camp Delta known as Camp Echo, where prisoners are held in tiny cells in solitary confinement 
24-hours a day, with a military police officer permanently stationed outside each cell door. The 
handful of inmates of Camp Echo include two of the four remaining British detainees, Moazzem 
Begg and Feroz Abbasi, and the Australian, David Hicks; 
· That they endured three months of solitary confinement in Camp Delta's isolation block last 
summer after they were wrongly identified by the Americans as having been pictured in a video 
tape of a meeting in Afghanistan between Osama bin Laden and the leader of the 11 September 
hijackers Mohamed Atta. Ignoring their protests that they were in Britain at the time, the 
Americans interrogated them so relentlessly that eventually all three falsely confessed. They were 
finally saved - at least on this occasion - by MI5, which came up with documentary evidence to 
show they had not left the UK; 
· That their first interrogations by British investigators - from both MI5 and the SAS - took place in 
December 2001 and January 2002 when they were still being held at a detention camp in 
Afghanistan. Guns were held to their heads during their questioning in Afghanistan by American 
soldiers, and physical abuse and beatings were rife. At this point, after weeks of near starvation as 
prisoners of the Northern Alliance, all three men were close to death. 
The Court of Appeal criticised the absence of any legal due process at Guantanamo as a 'legal 
black hole' in a case brought on behalf of Abbasi last year, while the laws lord, Lord Steyn, has 
described the camp in a speech as a 'monstrous failure of justice'. 
In public, the British Attorney General Lord Goldsmith has spoken of his constant pressure on 
America to improve both physical and legal conditions, urging them not to deny terror suspects a 
fair trial. 
But the released prisoners told The Observer how MI5 interrogators, in sessions lasting many 
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hours, tried repeatedly to extract information they did not have about Islamic groups in Britain 
and their supposed links with al-Qaeda. 
Ahmed described an interrogation session which took place before he left Afghanistan by an 
officer of MI5 and another official who said he was from the Foreign Office: 'All the time I was 
kneeling with a guy standing on the backs of my legs and another holding a gun to my head. 
'The MI5 says: "I'm from the UK, I'm from MI5, I've got some questions for you," he told me: 
"We've got your name, we've got your passport, we know you've been funded by an extremist 
group and we know you've been to this mosque in Birmingham. We've got photos of you."' In 
fact, none of these claims was true. 
The three men said that as far as they could see, there were few if any genuine terrorists at 
Guantanamo Bay: perhaps at worst, a few mullahs who had been loyal to the Taliban. 
They voiced grave fears for the future of Begg and Abbasi, who are due to face trials by 
American military commissions, saying that their own experience of the Guantanamo 
interrogation and intelligence gathering process was 'almost a recipe' for other miscarriages of 
justice. 
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Hallelujah! Flash mobs can be a good thing, too.

CourierPostOnline.com

December 5th, 2011.

Flash looting
CNN August, 17th, 2011. 
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In the past, people seemed to require a massive "cue" to form a mob. The New York blackouts of the 
summer of 1977 resulted in citywide looting, not just because alarm systems were down, but because a 
whole lot of hot, angry, frustrated people had an excuse to act en masse. Likewise, the verdict on the 
Rodney King trial served as a spark, synchronizing simultaneous explosions of mob behavior in a dozen 
North American cities. Media can certainly accelerate or even reproduce this process. Radio gave 
Hitler a way to unify angry crowds as never before, and it both inspired and facilitated the chasing 
down and murder of about 800,000 Tutsis by gangs with machetes in Rwanda. Radio broadcasters 
announced where potential victims were hiding, coordinating the violence via media. Are social media 
such as Facebook and Twitter serving a similar function? This year, we've certainly become aware of 
how these technologies can coordinate the activities of protesters and rebels acting against repressive 
regimes. The Arab Spring was initiated on Facebook pages, orchestrated through Twitter accounts, 
and video recorded on cell phones. But as we're also beginning to witness, these same technologies 
are being used to orchestrate "flash" looting of stores -- such as, apparently, at a 7-Eleven in Maryland 
on Saturday -- and almost entirely destructive (or at least poorly justified) riots in England. A mob 
beating in Wisconsin was reportedly organized through social networks, as were attacks in Cleveland, 
Chicago, and Washington. Is access to technology through which a network of friends can so easily be 
turned into a gang of thieves or assailants just too dangerous for people to handle? By putting what 
had formerly been the capability of broadcast networks in the hands of everyone owning smartphones, 
have we unwittingly empowered the "mob" and given new life to the lowest form of crowd behavior?

Title: What makes us Happy? 
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Title: 99% vs 1% : The Data Behind the Occupy Wall Street Movement. 
Type: Video Animation. 
Source: The Guardian
Date: 2011. 

Michael Moore explains Occupy Wall Street to the BBC, October 2011. 
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The University of  California at Berkley – a key location  for one of the hot new 
subfields in economics: Happiness Studies. But despite living in the wealthiest 
economy in the history of  the world, Americans are a surprisingly unhappy lot. 
Christine Carter is a sociologist  at Berkley's “Greater Good  Science Centre”.
“Usually what we see um... across countries is  that as GDP  goes up,  happiness goes 
up  or subjective well-being tends to  go up. And the Us is kind of a notable case in 
the sense that in the last  35 years, as GDP has grown, we actually haven't seen our 
average happiness level go up.” 
We 've been following this  line of research for years, research that studies the 
psychological and physiological effects of growing economic inequality. The greater 
the degree of economic inequality, the worse an entire nation's welfare. 
“Societies with bigger income differences between rich and poor,  do worse on a 
whole range of measures. They have worse health,  they have more violence, they 
have more drug problems, standards of child wellbeing are worse.”
But even if average  happiness hasn't risen, those on top the economy should be 
content., since they've prospered as never before. Turns out they're not happier 
either. 
So, how come? 


